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One of the goals of the Consultative Group on International kgricultural Research (CGIAR) is to 
M o p  strategies and research methods to cope with increasing demand for food production in 
light of degrading arvironments. This commitment to integrate growth and povwty alleviation with 
anbnmental protection was run fo rd  by Agenda 21 ( C G I m  1993). A large proponion of the 
wrld's poor live in the harsh environments of the arid and semi-arid tropics. It is one of ICRISATs 
goals to denlop innovative techniques to improve the impact of its nsearch on the nutritional and 
&onomic wdl being of low-income people in these environments. Developing methods to bring 
farmas Md sdentists closer together har been one of the approaches used to achieve research 
results with more relevance to spec& farming communities. Undemanding h e r ' s  priorities helps 
to target research efforts. Giving farmas oppurtunities to choose, improvise and adapt from a range 
of choices will crate more useful technologies (Farrington and Martin. 1988). 
New varietiq breedmg population and improved genetic materials are among the major outputs of 
ICRISM's research eforts. Farmer's involvement in this process has traditionally been limited to 
that of a donor of gumplasm and of a recipient of a ha1 product. Opportunities for farmer 
participation in the various stages of this process will be explored in this paper, based on research 
with pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum) in the state of Rajasthan in northwestern India. This paper 
describes the interaction between scientists and farmers during individual stages of the breeding 
cyde of a cross pollinated crop and s u h e s  key results obtained to date. 
Pead millet in Fbjjarthan 
Pearl millet ist the major cereal crop and staple food of Rajasthan. It is grown annually on 4-6 
million ha predominantly in the drier western part of the state. The area under pearl millet varies 
greatly from year to year, depending on the yearly rainfall and ist distribution. There has been a 
slight increase in area cultivated with pearl millet over the past thirty years (Jansen, 1989). The 
average productivity of the crop varies greatly fiom year to year, and rarely 500 kgba. In the 
western districts of Banner, Jodhpur and Bikaner average yield levels 6equmtly are below 100 
kg*a 
Adoption of modem varieties (MV) of pead millet is low in this state, in contrast to other millet 
growing areas in India where both improved open-pollinated varieties and single-cross hybrids are 
widely used (Jansek 1989). Local varieties of pearl millet 60m the western part of Rajasthan tend 
to outperform the standard MVs for grain yield under stress conditions (Weltzien and W~tcombe, 
1989). Pearl millet is normally cropped in mixtures with shon season legumes. Livestock are an 
important component of the faxming system Crop residues of pearl millet and legumes are 
important sources of livestock fces and farm yard manure is the primary fertility amendment used by 
6umus. 
l%e y d e  of p b t  bmding activities 
Bn?cding new c u k h n  of any mop hvolves a d e s  of activities common to all crops. SchneU 
(1982) defined these major stages M ,,gemation of Wiv, ,,xlcctionb' and ,,testing of 
acpaimadal nrhivarr". This clarsification f a d h t a  the Mdyis  of the technical prows of variety 
ldcht &btc F m g  dna Beitm&s fPr den Worksbop Ppnicipcory breeding approaches" in Wageningm 
v ~ m  26-28, luni 1995 
b c k p m t .  the domain of dassical plant breeding Rscarch. A sucoersful breeding program 
howew muis hro additional stages: the setting of goals or the definition of a targd for the 
beding  pros^^ and an &dent systan for vruiaal release and diswnination. These two stages 
need to be intcgraled with the technical variety development proctu, to allow for feedback between 
these stages and for a dynnmic optimization of the whole brcuiing cycle. 
Opportonitia and experiences with fanner's participation 
Mi  goals is u s d y  the fint step in developing an dectjw breeding program. Appropriateness 
of g d s  set detamines the effectiveness of a breeding program to a lage extend. T h  goalshave a 
large influence on the choice of breeding method, composition of the germplasm base and diversity 
that is requind. Formulating goals is crucial to any breeding program. It is surprising that vuy little 
r& has been reported on mahodologiu for the identifying appropriate goals in breeding 
prognms. Reasbns for this could be historical. Seed improvement, variety development and plant 
brceding as an enterprise and a research discipline have evolved out of crop improvement in general 
(Kuckuck, 1988; Me, 1993). Thus the intricate undmandiing of farmer's production goals, their 
prcfemms for m a i n  traits as well as a familiarity with future trends in production conditions 
formed the basis for genetic crop improvement. W~th the rapid scientific development in genetics 
and its application to crop improvement the linkage between genetic, agronomic and farming system 
improvements has loosmed and plant breeders are frequently in a position when appropriate goals 
are not obriously set. This is particularly the case in nwginal environments where farming is 
&cqently subsistence ratha than market oriented, and farmer's strategies for coping with large 
scawnal variations are not well understwd (Matlon, 1987). 
Pearl millet cultivation in Rajasthan is such a case. We have therefore initiated research with 
fanner's panicipation on the following issues relating to the setting of goals for the breeding 
program: 
-identification of fanner's preferences for individual traits of pearl millet 
-identification of major production constraints 
-identification of major trends and anticipated changes in the production environment for pearl 
d a  in Rajasthan 
In an initid study we used fonnd, structuredpraested questionnaires to ellicit farmersTS perceptions 
ofthe rrkmve imponance of grain verau stover yield (Kelley a al., 1995). The results of this wey 
wen mainly limited by the faa that farmers in msrgural areas of pearl millet cultivation had not been 
expod to the wide nnge of variabii available among newly released pearl millet arltivan and 
pMdease advanced td cuhivan. Farmers could thus not consider the whole range of 
M e  \Irirbility d?-i their prefer- and co-. 
T o ~ f a r m a r t o a w i d e ~ o f t h a c o p t i o m w e d s i d e d t o ~ e r h a n t o g r o w t r i a l s  
with new cuhivan unda their n d  aop mmgawnt d o n s .  We o r&d  the on-farm trials 
with tht arpport ofbd mn-govanmcnt and gwanmcnt organizations, working with fimm in 
the mget - 
Tbe on-hnn thk were managed by farmers. Each fanner compared one expvimental wiety with 
hidm own variety. F m  obtained assistance for the organization and layout of thex trials from 
vilbge investigators anployed in each village These investigators w d e  traimd to understand the 
trial obj& the methods to monitor them and to administer inteninv schedules to collect 
brdrground information on key features of the production system. Details of the process we used 
for sdecting target regions, study villages and participating farmers an described in Wdtaen et al. 
(1995) and Whitaka et al. (1995). 
The varieties used for thest trials were chosen by the researchers. The new varieties were chosen to 
meet the following aitaia: 
-to cover a maximum span of variability for the trait time to maturity 
-to cover a maximum span for ticring potential and panicle types 
-the varieties should have bem widely tested for yield, preferably released or near release 
-the varieties should p r e f d l y  be open-pollinated varieties and not single-cross hybrids, permining 
f m  to produce their own seed. 
We changed some varieties from year to year in response to fanners' evaluations and interests. 
Using these trials as the basis for discussions we used several methods to understand farmers' 
uitcria for differentiating between cultivars and farmen' preferences for indindual traits and trait 
compl,mes: 1. Indindual comparisons of experimental varieties with farmer's o w  variety. 2. Group 
i n t d e w s  to compare a range of cultivan. 3. Farmers' descriptions of an ideal variety. 
Cknwrdwtion of rhe cropping system and irr main constraints 
The expression of individual traits of a crop variety depends not only in the variety's genetic 
composition but also on the environmental conditions where the variety is grow.  Growing 
conditions have important direct effects on a variety's growth and performance, but more 
importantly the expression of many productivity related traits depends on interactions between 
genetic and environmental factors. These interactions are usually unpredictable. An important part 
of formulating goals for a breeding program is thus the identification of key environmental factors 
and production constraints This allows the breeder to adapt on-station testing conditions to 
prevalent target growing conditions. 
One complicating element is the timt lag between the initial steps of variety development and its 
possible release and extensive adoption by farmers. This time lag spans normally five to ten years. 
During this period production conditions, both economic as weU as environmental, can change. The 
description of target g~owing conditions thus contains an important predictive element. Discussions 
with farma about their managanent practices, production goals, ocavring changes, and factors 
that caw them can be important sources of information for defining target production 
environments for a breeding program. We focussed our discussions on crop management issues and 
I b e a o d c ~ o p  intaaaions through individual structured intuviews and informal group dixussions 
on speci6c topics, such as m p  rotations, fallowing practices or crop mbmues. 
Famas  used a wide variety of traits to distintingrurh between the cqmimntal varieties and their own 
cuttivm. Tht traits can be dmikd into three gcoups: growth and productivity, grain and fodda e, and aduptah to the awhmmtd  conditiors mi nd. Fenncrs in the three W d s  
nmtmd gnia and stcrva yldd during %arid cmp+ms in about half the caw. Grain yield 
war consiaatly mentioned more o f t a  These two t r w  w e  the most important for varictals 
c o m p h m  in all t h e  dirtrias. 
P- of fsmKn using productivity dated traits to distinguish the apaeimental variety 'om 
their own variUy, 1992 a d  1994 rrsults combined, aaou all experimental varieties 
?he most imponant difference in farmers' preferences between the higher rainfall distric! (Ajmer) 
and the drier western part of Rajasthan was the different attention paid to the tillering. 'lillering is of 
importance to farmers of westan Rajasthan as a component of both grain and fodder yidd. They 
associate b a a  adaptation to low water availability and poor fenility conditions with this trait, and 
considw it as a component of stover feed quality Nodal tillers frequently do not mature before 
harvest and thus contribute to the stover feed quality. Higher tillering varieties commonly have 
thinna stem, which rsult in higher intake by animals, wihout the need to chop the stover. The 
local landmces tiller profusely from both basal and aerial nodes. They are extremely thin stemmed 
with small panicles and very small grain size. 
Adaptive traits which farmers in Jodhpur and Bikaner district observed during three yean of on- 
farm variety comparisons (bold = mentioned very frequently) 
Tnit 
No. dfumn sum)a 
Glain )idd 
stoM.)idd 
EulhrPs 
Lugcpsr6cla 
-mine 
High tiUaing 
Jodhpur 1 9 9 M  
44 
50 
36 
48 
34 
40 
23 
Ajmtr 1992 
27 
68 
52 
72 
59 
44 
20 
B i  199294 
49 
65 
53 
37 
57 
45 
65 
The frsquaxy with which earliness was mentioned differed markedly between all three districts. In 
qima, the dimid with the highest seasonal rahhll and the longest rainy w n ,  earliness was 
mnhnd most often This is unapected, beaurse earliness w d d  swn to be of mod benefit in the 
dria areas Howewr, m A j m  distria the di&ences in earliness bdween the experimental varieties 
md hrmas' own va&a wen most pronounad. In Ajmer dinrict two of the apaimental 
varieties & w a d  and matured distinctly eariia than the commonly grow cultivm. Farmers in this 
am had no pnvious expai- with the degree of earliness, and perceiwd it as advantageous in 
both yean of on-farm testing. In 1992, the early maturity of these adtivan gave many farmus the 
opplrmnity to plant a pbstraLnl season crop with the late rains of that year. Contrastingly, 1993 was 
a dry year and this earliness was the key to a higha grain yield for many farmen in this district. In 
both Jodhpur and =kaner districts the local varieties flower early, thus the dierencc between local 
and ocpaimartal olhim is smaller. Confounding this is the e5kt of poor soil fertility and other 
stnsses on flowering behaviour. It appears that the flowering of improved cultivan under stress is 
delayed more than in the local varieties of westem Rajasthan, thus funha reducing the potential 
diffaums bdwm the two types of breeding material. 
Adaptive traits and adaptation were mentioned by farmen h m  western Rajasthan as criteria for 
which the varieties differed. F a m '  criteria for assessing adaptation fall into two groups: plant 
type or plant architecture and specific adaptations to identifiable stress situations. Fanners 
commonly assodate early maturity with low water requirements. Tall plant height is at times 
associated with high fodder yield under stress conditions. Specific adaptations that farmers regularly 
observed were speed of guminatiors early growth and other responses to early w n  drought, the 
abiity to set seed and fill grains, and attributes that contribute to reduced bud damage, which is 
psrticularly Lnportam under drought conditions. 
Farmers had specific preferences for pain and stover quality characteristics. In western Rajasthan 
farmas prefuTed the thin stemmed stover of the local varieties, possibly because choppers are 
generally not available in this region. There is also a stronger preference for grain quality 
characteristics of the local varieties. In qjmer district this preference appeared to have changed 
pahaps through the wida availability and adoption of modem varieties. 
Pacanage of fam~n  p r e f h g  their own cultivar for traits contributing to grain and stover quality, 
as observed during 1992 
Trait 
No. offarmas 
Olpinsizc 
Gnincda 
-quality 
Jodhpur 
19 
0 
95 
0 
A j m  
19 
5 
26 
11 
57 
67 
7 1 
43 
43 
28 
33 
Bikaner 
21 
0 
53 
5 
74 
58 
74 
16 
63 
42 
74 
21 
owdngmkquality 
h r p p c a r ~ r o c  
CbDpped- 
16 
13 
62 
The most frequently mentioned traits of an ideal variety are large panicle size and tillering with 
p i n  yidd and earliness not lagging far behind. The d i i h x c s  between Ajmer district and western 
b j h a n  are similar to those obtained from discussions on trait preferences. High tillering is clearly 
of much more imponance to farmers in westan Raj&. Similarly, farmers in Bikancr district 
indude low wata rsquimnent in their list of traits for an ideal cultivar. These same farmen placed 
kss anphasis on large panicle size and large grain site then did h e r s  in Jodhpur and Ajmer 
districts. In all districts at least 5% of the farmers mentioned earliness in their list of ideal traits. 
Earliness is dative to the length of the growing season in the t h m  distiricts, and to the crop 
duration ofthe prevalent varieties in a district. 
At the end of the season five groups of farmers in Ajmer district compared the three experimental 
adtivars, inchding p u p s  of participant and non-participant men and women farmers. These 
discussions were held 2-3 weeks prior to harvest. Fanners used differences in earliness as one of the 
fint aiteria to differentiate between varieties. Differences in ranlcings of relative earliness retlccted 
land quality as well as diierences in genetic potential. Farmers generally felt that their own cultivars 
wcre later than all three ocpaimental cultivars. All groups noted differences in fodder or grain yield 
among the three cultivars. They wcpeaed all three cultivars to yield well relative to their own 
cultivars in 1992. Relative yield rankings d i i r ed  across groups, reflecting the quality of the land 
wtrere the experimental cultivan were grown as well as the genetic potential of each cultivar. 
Most groups noted strong di&rences in yield component stnrcture between cultivars. The ranking 
of head size, grain size, plant height and t i l l e ~ g  ability was consistent across groups and was 
congruent with previous on-station comparisons. Perceptions of grain size also seemed related to 
land quality. 
In additig h e r s  included qudity-related characteristics, like fodder and grain quality or water 
requirements as criteria to differentiate among the three experimental cultivan. They evaluated these 
qualities visually. Fodder quality for chopped fodder was related to thick stems, whereas thinner 
stans were beneficial in direct feeding. Grain quality appeared to be mostly related to large grain 
size, lighter, yellowish grain color, and sometimes the sweet taste of raw grain. Water requirements, 
oRen considered together with fmility requirements, were judged mostly by considering earliness, 
tiller& and thinness of s t m  and leaves. Farmer appeared interested in having a cultivar that will 
give some amount of assured grain yield in a poor year, rather than just fodder. They seemed willing 
to sacrifice grain yidd in a good year. 
Choosing breedng material, developing the germplasm base for a breeding p r o m  choosing 
par an^ making a-osse,. and random mating populations are major and crucial activities of evay 
bredng propm It is genaally BsJumed that breeders have a major comparative advantage over 
fmws in the &ice of g a m p h  and in carrying out the processes leading to recombination and 
thus m v  combinstions of traits and gene complexes for quantitiw traits. Howevq a role for 
hmaa in this procas d d  be envisaged for crolu-pollinated crops where crossing oerun 
w. 
In the dlqe in westan Rajas* whae none of the uperlnental varietia satistied farmen medr 
prrqthefimrar~ruedd~dfrmtheon-htrial~fortheirowncffortsin 
tsedul&tion Thisseed was most ~ R e a p h m e d i n a m k m e w i t h  thdrownvariay, Minly to 
reduce the risk of aop fiilun from the new seed source. This muhed in intamating of the two 
groups of mataial, and farmess obsaved frequently an increase in variability in their xed stocks. 
We obsaKd intense discussions among h a s  about sekction in these more variable xed st*. 
For 'a the it may be worthwhile to consider using population mw and random matings 
mde in this way by h a f  under tbrmen' field conditions, with a large population size and 
d&on for the most prrfand trait combinations as base material. Rathu than making similar 
poplktion crorses, often under non-representative off-season conditions, and with seven 
l h i t a h u  on the numba of plants that can be handled per population cross. B d e n  could use 
--gemrated populatiomrscs for targeted improvement of s p d c  traits, which h m  can 
not easily sdect for on a singlaplant basis (e.g. grain yidd, stover yield or disease resistance) 
possibly without having to spend much effort on yidd components and adaptive or quality traits. 
The mle of the breeder in this process would thus become one of making useful neiv variability 
available to enable fanners to generate new population crosses with a good potential for achieving 
genetic gains for the key traits. For farma - b d a  interactions to be successful at this stage of the 
bnsding cycle, fanners would need to be involved in evaluating a much larger range of material and 
genetic va r i ab i .  It would also be beneficial if there was a bmer understanding of the combing 
ability of h e r s '  local cultivars with d i m n t  sources of germplasm that fanners may want to use. 
We an presently evaluating her-generated seed stocks for their comparative performance and 
variability. 
Farmem' Participation in selection 
In any breeding program selection is a key activity which can occur at any ofthe following stages: in 
the composition of the bast material. in the selection of parents for crossing in the selection among 
progenik in the selection among experimental varieties and in the maintenance of Breeder seed 
st&. Sdeaion among segregating progenies as well as selation during the testing of 
acperimental cultivars requires the balancing between the diferent traits that vary within the 
ma!&. Understanding of the mode of inheritance is beneficial for complex traits, such as grain 
yidd or disease resistsnce. Selection in all these stages of a breeding program is normally canied out 
lmda crpaiman station conditions. Farmer visits to experiment stations are usually limited to the 
viewing of demonstration plots of a few highly selected advanced varieties. Options for them are 
thus limited, and feedback fiom farmers on these displayed options is usually not sought. 
P o s i e s  for farmen'participation in selection could be as diverse as the oppurtunities for 
sdection itself. 
We have ercpaimenied with famun' participation in the selection among expchental varieties, 
with the aim to complurmt variety tvahdon with their opinions, and to confirm previous r d t s  
oa trait prrfcrrncer by ocporing tamKn to a wider range of genotypes. Grwp of f m ,  men, 
woum, ndn-parddpsnts from d i f m  villages were imited to the research station 
at lodhprr during 1992, 1993 d 1994. They waz  asked to make d d m  h m  this trial which 
arould be b m d d  for hmm in their area ARa thy completed their lections we held 
r i ; . n l l d r m m t h e ~ o f ~ t h e y s a w ~ n d u ~ ~ M U h ( ~ n t h e i r r a w n r f o r  
mkkg 1&u chdcer. Farmrrs wae given the opporturtity to select one of the entries in the 
dammbbs for their on-farm td the fdlowing m s n .  
lbir mahod c d d  aoJy be mod- to involve hmm in dection m n g  progeny rows or for 
rl&tioa m o q  plants for or s t idon sdection in ppulation bulk in m a t i o n  d o n s .  
M t o t h e s u m r r o t t k e f f o ~ i r ~ f a v n w h o h a w a k a o i n t a e ~ t i n d i m a  
ad kkaion Tor their own local area and social group. These visits are time consuming for the 
firmas md not nasPariiy of immediate benefit. 
1992 was a ratha wet with uneven rainfall distribution. sbtt drought spells occured in the 
vegerrtive growth stage, and towards hrwesc. In 1993 the trial was exposed to a smn early 
sesron drought, and nceived moderate rainfall for the remainder of the season. In 1994 no periods 
ofdmught ormmd, growing conditions were occdlent for pearl millet. At the time of the h e n '  
a to the rrxarch station in 1992 the dicrentiation between early and later maturing genotypes 
was wry dear, whaeas in 1993 and 1994 these Serences were not so obvious, because the 
$rmas' visits acaYnd later in the crop cycle. 
R e d s  h m  1992 showed that h m  from & i t  pearl millet production areas sel&ed very 
di&mn types of plants. F m n  from Jodhpur selected earlier maturing and higher tillering material 
than fam#rs 6om the higher rainfall area in Ajmw district. 
In 1993 fannas 6om B i e r  district selected mostly high tillering, tall material which were 
pndomhntiy land- accessions 6om another low rainfall district in Rajathan. From Aagolaie 
village in Jodhpur dimict a group of men and women made separate selections in the trials. Women 
tended to select mataial with large panicles and lower tillering more frequently; whereas the men 
a p p d . t o  be divided, with about half of their selections made for large panicle types with high 
p i n  yidd potential and the other haiffor higher t i l l e ~ g  with bener stover yield and quality. 
In 1994, men and women from the same village (with relatively poor soil conditions) and 6om a 
new study village (with better soil conditions) visited the on-station trial. Fanners 6om the \illage 
with poorer soil conditions, who also had experience with some of the cultivan in their own fields, 
appeared to prefer a new type of material derived fiom combing high rillering local varieties with 
luge panicle modern varictia. This type was equally preferred by men and women from this \illage. 
However, man 6om the new village with bener soil conditions preferred this tqpe of material much 
more than did women 6om the same village. These women selected mostly material with large 
panicles, and high p i n  yield potential. For women 6om these villages grain yidd, early availability 
of grain and the ease of harvesting by hand (lower panicle number and lower plant height) were 
their main considerations for making selections. For the men. stover yield and quality appeared to be 
a stronger concern. 
Advanced variety testing, variety dense  and sced dissemination 
It is na uncommon to have some kvd of fPmm involvement in the final stages of variety testing, 
mDsdy through researcher managed on-farm trials, on-fam demonstrations and large-scale minikit 
t&ng S i  types of trials are commonly organ id  by the extension Xnim to expose a large 
Mnkr of ffrmas to newly adable varidia and other t h l o g i e s .  GFnaally these trials are 
m q e d  with the IWI range of recornmended extanal inputs, which m y  be atypical of the 
pdmhani growhg cardiriona in the mpt  regions. F m  often have little input into the 
maagmat ofthese trials. Based on our apaience of the uscfulntJs of car& evaluations of on- 
fmm airrlr with fiMlas using their criteria, it appm thst the biggest draw back of such on-farm 
airrlr ist tht cmly stadard yidd data an rrcorded. F m '  evaluation$ of the test-gcnotps are 
m t s o u $ u , r a d ~  m h m t h c r i t u i a a r e ~  rrgulartyused, or ifso, they do notmtafinnl 
~udphymrdeinthcdedrion~procacforvaridalrrleareclandnco~oru 
(F- md hfmtii 1988). It is our that the typc of on-farm trials we described in 
tbc fint Kaiofi and an altitude towards l e m n g  and understanding @om farma reveal new 
lrdormation which allows a more pmiw assessment of the overdl usefulness of a new genotype. 
bued on the judgment of a large number of fanners. Such participatory evaluation and selection of 
cldsting r d d  variaies has not only great potential for identifying locally acceptable varieties but 
also fa ccpodng a large number of farmers to new varieties. 
In Ajma district, one of the varieties (RCB-IC 91 1) included in the on-farm trials yielded better in 
two very coraraning y q  1992 and 1993. A large number of farmers had visual exposure to this 
w k t y  snd it was widely accepted as being better than other options. There was a strong interest by 
far ma^ m obtaining seed for the nxt sewn. We indicated that because this variety was an open- 
pollinated varitry, fsnmro could maintain relatively pure seed stocks in the village. Pamphlets and 
posters were provided illustrating how fields might be isolated and pun seed selected. Fanners 
indicated a mong interest in obtaining sufficient quantities of seed to provide the community with 
its r q W t s .  They were willing to pay Rs 1Okg for seed of this variety, which is Jightly more 
than the con for seed of local varieties in this area. 
Availabiity of Ked of improved genetic material is oAen a primary reason for lack of adoptiok even 
ifwdl-adapted, acceptable varieties arc available, and released. On the background that farmers had 
stated a strong inters for seed of RCB-IC 91 1 the issue of seed availability could be addressed in 
our study am in Ajmer district. It was agreed that ICRISAT would produce a larger quantity of 
seed, which would be distributed by the local NGO. A total of 2500 kg of seed was supplied to the 
NGO and was made available to 14 villages in the area. Included were villages where earlier work 
had been conducted as well as villages which had limited or no exposure to RCB-IC 91 1. All the 
available seed was sold rapidly and not all the demand for it could be met. 
Rainfall in 1994 was excellent and visits to the area indicated that this variety performed well and 
local seed production by farmers was seriously pursued. ICRISAT Hill be conducting an early 
adoption study in 1995 to determine farmers' perceptions of their 1994 productio~ and to assess 
how the seed was produced and stored. and to evaluate its spread in 1995. It will be possible to 
detamine the impact of farmer involvement in varieiy evaluation and of seed availability on early 
adoption. 
Condusionr 
We have outlined in this paper opportunities for and results from fanner involvement and 
participation in the main stages of a formal variety development program. Our results and 
obsmarions indicate that farmer input into all these stages can be very meaninghl and helpful to 
make such programs more con-effective. There is no doubt that appropriate targeting dl help to 
mk*itnize the gains that can be expected 6om a breeding program. The use of farmer-generated 
poplation mosses may help to inmcsse potential gains 6orn a formal breeding progam by relieving 
breedas 6om selaing for adaptive and quality traits, and thus allowing more focus and intensity 
for sdection on disease rainance or productivity related traits. Plarming for farmer-generated 
popllation moues may involve more detailed analyses of the available genetic diversity, and its 
&tionship with adaptation to and productivity under specific growing conditions. 
Farmm " ' m seledon was mainly discussed with respect to farmers' involvement in on- 
station -pro& trials, or variety trials. In the wan of @ millet divation as it is 
found in h jash t ,  it ir &lt to envisage, how a krge number of progenies, or varieties could be 
e&ctivdy t-ed by fmws in their own a d s .  There is. howeva. no difficulty to foresee farmers' 
mvdvanent m the selection among single plants in a population bulk grown in farmers'fields, 
erpedally ifsimpk methods for pollination control can be implemented. 
It is wdl otrbW W fhrmm can evaluate a d a  number of arpaimmial varieties in on-farm 
oiJI uoda their own rnanaganmt. If famwrs' active involvcmmt in the evaluation and ranking of 
these varieties is sought, the mosi amptable variaits can be rapidly identified, Md the time span 
khKrm variety testing rdeax and seed dissemination shortened dramatically, particularly if 
fumn have the option to multiply thdr own seed. 
The w e d  Maysep arc based on the assumption that a firll fledged formal breeding program is 
dednbk d its cwld k supported by input and involvement from farmen in and 
fraa the targa region The difaent options for farmer participation described here w l d  be 
mmbLKd in a breedmg program m many d i  wayr, deptndng on needs and opportunities. 
In amtml to the desaibcd scenario, there may also be situations, in which it is not economical to 
opaate hll scale f d  brreding programs. A thorough understanding of the traditional system of 
s d  d d o n ,  produdion and storage may open avenues for s p i l k d l y  targeted support by 
bnsding nstarch of such a traditional, indigenous seed system (Hardo~ 1995; Lenne' et al., 1995). 
Abb. I: Sel& made by f m n  h m  different districts in Rajasth among groups of pearl millet 
wietia d B c q  in plant npe, as permrtage of total selections made by each group of farmers, made in 
1992,1993, and 1994 
Lgcnd A. medium maluril), low tillering lage panicle 
B. maluril), !: tillilkring large panicle 
C: medium mrurio; bsral tillerin& medium panicle 
D: edra carfy mahrrit), high tiUering d l  panicle 
E: d y  manail); high tilkdng, d panicle 
F: carfy manuil), high tilkring wdium panicle 
C?carfymalwity,ndiumtilleringmediwapanicle 
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Breeding Varieties with Farmers' Participation: 
Pearl Millet Improvement in Rajasthan, India 
E. Weltzien R., M. L. Whitaker and M. M. Anders' 
Introduction 
Panicipatop approaches have bccome ~ ide ly  used, applied and modified in mral 
development work. Much of the melhcdology used and k ing  developed is action oriented. 
Fanners' panicipation in the research process may have similar merits. It is one of ICRfSAT's 
goals to develop innovative techniques to improve the impad of its research on the nutritional 
and economic well-being of lo\\,-income people in these en~ironmenfs. Developing methods to 
bring farmers and scientists closer together has been one of the approaches used to achieve 
research results \+ith more relevance to specific farming communities. Understanding fanners' 
priorities helps to target rexarch efforts. Giving farmers opportunities to choose, improvise 
and adapt from a range of choices \rill create more useful technologies (Farrington and Manin 
1988). 
New sarieties, breeding populations, and improved genetic materials are among the 
major outputs of ICRISAT's research effons. Farmers' involvement in this process has 
traditionall! k n  ljmited to that of a donor germplasm and of a recipient of a final product. 
Opportunities for farmer participation in the various stages of this process will be explored in 
h s  paper, based on research with pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucurn ('L) R Br.) in the state of 
Rajaslhan in nonhuestern India. This paper describes the interaction benveen scientists and 
fanners during indi~idual stages of the brecding cycle of a cross pollinated crop and 
summarizes key results obtained to date. 
Pearl millet in Rajasthan 
Ptarl millet is the major cereal crop and staple food of Rajasthan. It is grown annually 
on 4.6 million ha, predominantly in the drier western pan of the state. The area under pearl 
millet varies greatly from year to year, dr,nding on the rainfall and its distribution. There has 
k e n  a slight increase in area cultivated with pearl millet over the pan thirty years, probably 
due to increased demand for food and feed by a rapidly increasing population (Janxn 1989). 
The average prodmvity of the crop varies greatly born year to year, snd rarely e x a d s  500 
kglha. in the western districts of B e e r ,  Jodhpur, and Bikaner, avenge yield levels are 
frequently below 100 kg/ha. 
Adoption of modern varieties (MVs) of pearl millet is low in chis state, in contrast to 
othr milla growing mas in India where both improved open-pollinated varieties and single- 
uuss hybn& an widely used (lanun 1989). Local varieties of pcsri millet from the western 
Of Rajaslbn tend to outpaform tbe naodard MVs for yield under  as conditions 
(Welaien and Wit& 1989). Rarl miua is aormally cropped in miauns with shott sewn 
kgums, rad Livcnock w a n  important component of he farming system since crop residues 
of& millet md lqluma arc i m p o m  sourrcs of livestock rccd aPd famr yard manun is tbe 
The cycle ofplant breeding activities 
B d n g  new cultivars of any crop involva a seria of activities common to all crops. 
Schnell (1982) defined these major stages as generation of \ariability, dection and testing of 
experimental culti\m. This classification facilitates the analysis of the technical process of 
tariny development, the domain of classical plant breeding march .  
A suaessful breeding program however, needs nvo additional stages: the setting of 
goals or the definition of a target for the breeding program and an efficient system for varietal 
release and dissemination. These two stages need to be integrated nith the tahnical variety 
dapelopment process, to allo\v for feedback khveen hest stages and for a dynamic 
optimization of the whole breading cycle. 
Opportuni t ies  a n d  experiences with farmers'  participation: defining goals 
Setting goals is usually the first step in dnjeloping an effective bncding program. 
Appropriateness of the goals u t  determines the effectiveness of a breeding program to a large 
eaent. The goals have a large influence on the choice of brteding method, composition of the 
gennplasm base and diversity that is required. Formulating goals is crucial to any breeding 
program. It is thus surprising that very little n w c h  has been reporred on methodologies for 
identhjing appropriate goals in breeding programs Reasons for this could be his~orical. S d  
improvement variety dmelopment and plant breeding as an enterprise and a research 
discipline have evolved out of crop improvement in general (Kuckuck 1988; Gade 1993). Thus 
the intricate understanding of farmers' production goals. their preferences for certain traits as 
well as a familiarity with future vends in production conditions formed the basis for genetic 
crop improvement. With the rapid scientific developmenl in genetics and its application to crop 
improvement, the linkage knveen genetic, agronomic and farming system improvements has 
loovned and plant breeders arc frequently in a position where appropriate goals are not 
obviously set. This is panicularly the cax in marginal environments where farming is 
frequently subsinenn rather than market oriented, and h e r s '  nrategies for coping aith 
large seasonal variations are not well understood (Mahn 1987). 
Pearl millet cultivation in Rajastban is such a case. \Ve h a ~ e  therefore initiated research 
nith farmers' mcipation on the following issua relaung to the setting of goals for the 
brrcding prbgram: 
identification of farmen' preferences for individual traits of pearl millet; 
identification of major production constraints; and 
identification of major trends and anticipated changes in the production environment 
for pearl millet in Rajasthan. 
Methods 
In an initial study we UICd formal, slllrturcQ prctated questionnaires to elicit farmers' 
pm@om d the iiapoMnce of grain %zrrus c l m r  yield (Kclley d al. 1996). The 
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rcarhs of this nwcy wen mainly lunitcd by the fad thnt farmus in marginal ~ n a s  of pearl 
miUu bad not bm expad to ihc wide range of variability availabk among newly 
relased pearl milk cultivan and prc-nleax a d r m d  expuiwntai cultivarr. F a m  could 
lbus not consider tbe whole range of available \ariabiLity while expressing thein preferences 
and concuns. 
On-Jarm Mals 
To urpose fanners to a wide range of t h e  options, we decided to encourage them to 
grow vials with new cultivan under their normal crop management conditions. We organized 
the on-farm uials with the support of local non-government and govenunent organizations, 
working with fanners in the target areas (Table 1). 
Tab* 1 Loatlan md number ofon.hnn t r l h  owed n c h  y r v r h h  I)w support of l o 4  orlu\Lutlonr 
Y e a  M a  \ ' i l l ~ s  N u m b  SuwMinc amniation 
. .  - . 
0fv i l l l  
1991 &mer Kc& 12 Social \Vcrk ud Rnurch 
. Smpla 12 c m w  (SUXC) 
Brijpun 12 SWRC 
Sallu I2 SQ'RC 
1992' &m hun\\a I3 S u i s  lnlcpntod h l  &~.\eloprnml 
1993 mja (IGDP) 
Cidr~pur hhurd I3 SU'RC 
Jcdhpur hgolals30 DcplMlmt of So11 md Cannvi t~on  ud U'ltmhcd 
&\eloprnml o l t t v  Go~munml of R1jmh.n 
Cmvrl And Zau Rarurh lnn~tulc (DSSU'SD. 
C V R I )  
1994 J d p r  hgalrle20 DSSWD, CUR1 
L(alungr20 O n m m  Y i h  Vlgym Svnili (GVVS) 
Bikun Wchiyaur 20 L'nnul TNa 
C h w  Kfejadr 20 L'rmul TIM 
Bumcr Bhdkr 20 Sosiety f a  L'plifl of Runl Ewwmy 
SLRE 
The on-farm trials were managed by farmen. Each farmer compared one experimental 
\ilriety uith h i h e r  onn variety. Farmers obtained assistance for the organization and layout of 
t h e  vials from village investigators employed in each village. These in\,enigators were 
trained to understand the vial objecti\rs, h e  methods to monitor them and to administer 
inteninv scheduler to colleci background inionnation on key featws of the production 
sysinn. Details of the p m  we used for seleaing targd regions, study villages and 
mcipating Fanners arc described in Weltzien et al. (1995) and WhitaLer d al. (1995). 
The mieties used for thcse uials stre chosen by the mcarchen, and wc changed some 
varictia from year to year in response to fanners' evaluations and interests. The varieties were 
cboscn to msa the following criteria: 
to arvcr a maximum span of variability for tbe trait tiw to maturity; 
to conr a maximum span for tilleriag potential and p a d e  t~pg; 
the varieties should haw been ddcly tatal for )-id4 preferably r e l ead  or near 
*, 
tbc w i d  should prdably k opengollinated varieties and not singlmost 
hyfwkls, permitting fanmn to produce their own seed 
Ewluation of on farm trials 
Using these viats as the basis for discussions, ctr used m r a l  methods to understand 
farmen' criteria for darcrentiating betazen cultivars and farmers' preferences for individual 
traits and trait complexes: i) individual comparisons of espcrimental varieties vith farmers' 
own d a y ,  ii) group interview to compare a range of culti\ars; and iii) farmers' descriptions 
of an ideal variety. 
Individual comparisons: project scientists visited the on-farm trials h l i a  a wson  to 
hold discussions nith fanners. The first visit took plaa before floa.cring to discuss field 
management and early g r o \ h  of the experimental variety relative to the farmers onn variety. 
Prior to harvest, plots were visited again to discuss in dc(ail farmers' pcrccptions of Merences 
behmn the experimental variety and their own Inditldual assessments, while viewing the 
standing crop, indicated what characteristics farmers use to distinguish bentten varieties. For 
each distinguishing tmif farmen were asked to rank the hto varieties. Fanners also ranked the 
varieties over all traits. M e r  hanest, farmers \+,ere asked to measure grain and fodder yields 
and to evaluate grain and fodder quality of the experimental varieties compared to the11 own. 
Group assessments: with di i rent  groups of 3-6 farmers each, representing farmcrs 
participating in Lhc experiments, non-participating farmers, and women farmers, \\e conducted 
group interviews to compare all expimental varieties \tith each other and ttith the local 
variety. Groups tour4 a cluster of fields to see all three cipcrimental varieties under similar 
growing conditions. Farmers collected 34 representative plants from each variety to hale 
specimens available during the discussions. 
Discusions were structured so that farmers \\ere first encouraged to talk abu t  
differences benveen the local \arieties and the eqxrimental varietia. For each trait they 
mentioned, a picture was draan on a card. The cards uere then used to construct a matrix 
ranking table. Farmers ranked the three experimental varieties for each of the characterinics 
they had mentioned Usually these discussions led to other topics, such as crop management, 
crop utilization and seed selection. 
Ideal variety: during !he individual and the group assessments, farmers were asked to 
describe the characteristics of an ideal variety, thus ranking and combining the individual traiU 
thet lhey had mentioned before. This %as followed by discussion on the reasons for Lhis 
r a n g  and the preferred trait combinations. 
Characterirotion ofthe cropping system and its main constraints 
The expression of individual traits of a crop variery depends not only on the variety's 
g e d c  composition but also 0 s  the e m i r o ~ ~ l ~ n t a l  conditions where the variety is grown. 
Growing c0 rd i t i 0~  have impbnant d i m  &eclr on a variety's growth and performance, but 
more importantly tk expmion of many productivity relaled traits depends on interactions 
bemeen genetic and cwimnmcntal faaon. These interactions are usually unpredictable. An 
important part of fornukiting goals for a breeding program is  thus the identification of key 
cmimnmentnl faaon Pad ptc4umon comaints. This allows the brreder to adapt on-station 
t a t i n g d ~ t o p e v a & o t t s r g e t l g a a i o g w ~ .  
One oDnrplicatine d m m t  is thc time lag ktwten I& initial steps of variety 
dmlopmcnl and its possible rckasr and extensive adopion by farmers. This time lag normally 
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spgnsfivctotmyean. D u r i n g t h i s p u i o d p ~ o n m n d i t i o a s , ~ ~ n o m i c a s w e l l  as 
eavirommtai, can change The description of target growing mnditionr thus coataim an 
i m p o m  predicthe ekmcnt. Dircuuionr with fannat about their management practices, 
pmduuion goals, changer occurring and factors Uat cause them an be important sources of 
donnationfor detining target production environments for a breeding program. We focused 
our discussions on crop management issues and livestodraop interactions through individual 
structured inteniews A d  info& group discussions on specific topics, such as crop rotations, 
following practices or crop mixtures. 
Results 
Farmers 'preferences for individual traits 
Fanners used a \bide variety of traits to distinguish behveen the experimental \,arieties 
and their o\\n cultivars. The traits can k classified into three groups: gro\\zh and productivity, 
grain and fodder quality and adaptation to the environmental conditions and needs. Farmers in 
the three districts mentioned grain and stover ).ield during varietal comparisons in about half 
the cases. Grain yeld and fodder quality were consistendy mentioned more often. These two 
trails rrrre the most important for varietal comparisons in all thra disuicts (Table 2). 
Table 2 Pcrrmlagc o f  Iannen wing pnx iua l~ l@ n h t d  InlU lo d W n l S h  the exprtmmul \arlety rmm ihclr 
m n \ a t l r o ,  1992 and 1994 rndu rombhd,  rcrou Ill eswrlmrn(ll \ v l e n n  
Ajma Bikum 
199) 1991 94 
Sumta of fumm runeyed 17 44 49 
Gnvl  ! ~ c l d  68 59 65 
Stova !~rld 5 2  36 53 
E u l k  71 48 37 
L.ge puucla 19 14 17 
L q e  p i n  size 44 40 41 
Hiph tiUcring 20 23 61 
The most important dBerencc in farmers' preferences bet\rcen the higher rainfall 
district (Ajmer) and the drier western part of Rajasthan was the different attention paid to 
tillering. Tillering is of importance to farmers of western Rajasthan as a component of both 
grain and fodder ~ie ld .  They associate kne r  adaptation to low water availability and poor 
fertility conditions with this trait (Table 3), and consider it as a component of stover quality. 
Nodal tillm frequently do not mature before hamest and thus contribute to the stover fced 
qualip. Highcr tillering vatides commonly have thinner stems, which result in higher intake 
by the animals, without the need to chop the mer .T t t c  local landraces of \vestern Rajarthan 
tiller profusely from both basal and aerial nodes. They arc extremely thin stemmed with small 
panicles and my small pain site. 
Tbc fngucncy with which earliness was mentioned Mered markedly among all three 
districts. In Ajmcr, the district with rhe highest seasonal rainfsll and the longest rainy rearon 
(van Oostaom ct al. 1995). carlinks was mentioned most often. This is uneqcctcd, because 
would pcem to be of mosl bencfit in the drier arcas of watan Rajasthan. However, in 
Ajwr diMia tbc d i & ~ n m  in earliness tdwcn the experimental varieties and farmen' own 
varictier were mod pronouncul. In qjmer district two of the uqwrimenlnl varieties, HHB 67 
sad RCB-IQII, flowered and m a w  distinctly earlier than the commonly grown cultism. 
Famen in this ara had no previous expriences with this degree of tarliness, and perceived it 
as &magems in both prs of on-fann taring. In 1992, tbe wly maturity of these cultivars 
gave many fanners rbe opportunity to plant a post-niny sarron crop with the late rains of that 
year. In contraFt, 1993 was a dry year and this earliness was tbe key to a higher grain yield for 
many farmen in this district. In both Jodhpur and Bikaner districts, Ibe local varieties flower 
early, thus the difference betwen local and early ugerimenral culti~us is smaller. 
Canfaurding h i s  is the effect of poor soil fertility and other s t r r s ~ s  on flowering behavior. It 
appean that Lhe flowering of improved cultivars under ~ e s s  i  delayed more than in the local 
varieties of uznern Rajasthan, thus further reducing the potential Mennces k m w n  the two 
types of brreding material. 
urosiurd uith law wale nquimnmu 
~ W I  In*+., whl rillering m y  l a v a  d a t e d  mi& high poduaivity u n d n  rvar mnditim 
Id p h t  hdghl d a l d  uih hi@ I& !ield vnda arcs mndilirm 
luge puricie, luge p i n  
flomcring pollidon md arty p i n  development 
an vy d \ . e  to arm 
inpm yun bid d v l u ~  m u u  vvne brur, brinla 
lad Juma cumibulc to oopprfmnee fa birh 
Adaptive traits and adapuion when mentioned by farmers from wencrn Rajasthan 
(Bilranu and Jodhplr) as criteria for which the varieties dBeraL Farmerr' criteria for 
a%&q adaptdon ofcultivars kll into two groups: i) plant trpc or plant architecture and ii) 
spcific adqWons to idaUSabk'nrcsr situptions. Fanners annmnly a d t c  early maturity 
with IOW n& r~~ m e  3).  he n l c ~ a a  of high tillerkg was already hircusred. 
Tall pkat bdght is u timer arcocinted wilh high fodder yield under ntar conditions. Speclfic 
~ t h a ~ R g u l a r t y a k m a f w e r e @ o f ~ o n , t a r t y g r o w t h a n d ~ r  
~ t o ~ ~ ~ l y a s o n d r a l g h S c h c M i t y t o K t s # d ~ I i l l g r a i a s a n d ~ t e s t h a t  
aatahtc to reduced bird damage, which is p w k u k l y  impo~nt uDdcr drought cwditionr 
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Fanaen had speafic prdcrmcs for gnin md stover quality characteristics. In w ~ u n  
Rayaha hrmcn p r c k m l  tbc rhin skmmd stam of the local varieties, pwribly b w  
choppn arc generally not ridable in this region Animals take in tbe fine straw k n e r  than 
the thick nemmcd hard m w  of meny improved c u l t i m  In wmun &ktslhn there is a 
stronger prdennce for grain quality c ~ c r i s t i c s  of the local nriaia. In Ajmer district, this 
prcfamx appared to have changal perhaps thmugh Ihe wider availability and adoption of 
modern varieties (Table 4). 
Tab* 4 Pr-#r of f u r m n  p n l r h :  thrlr an 4 t h ~  lor tnlb ceahibu- ID grntn and atover qlullt)., u 
o b m r d  dwiry 1992. 
Tnit A h  Bituvr Jdhpur 
h'umbcr of fumm 19 I I 19 
Stover rppsuvre 16 16 43 
c h o p p r ~  32 63 43 
A n i d  pelaare I I 42 28 
hall nova quality 2 1 74 33 
Table 5 PrrcmUge of lumen l vLy  I 1 4 1  lo ducrib  m ldnl par4 milkc tarlety b.ud on Bunt)% condud4 In 
1991 md 1994 In AJmcr, Jodhpur md B h e r  dllrku. 
AImer J m u r  Bikrner 
High pin !ield 31 56 67 
H~gh dola )+Id 23 28 42 
Eulinm J J  50 6 1 
Lug' panicle sue 77 75 45 
p i n  c u e  4 J 34 30 
Hi& tillcring 27 72 70 
Lav urta nerdr 0 6 42 
Gmd p i n  fding 32 9 42 
Trails of an ideal variety 
The most fquently mentioned traits of an ideal variety are large parucle size and 
rillering, \ti& grain yield and earliness not lagging far behind (Table 5) .  The differences 
betwan Ajmer district and western Rajasthan are similar to tho% obtained from the 
discussions on trait preferences. High tillmng is clearly of much more importana to farmen 
in western Rajasthan. Similarly, farmers in Bikana district include low water requirements in 
their lisi of traits for an ideal cultivar. These same f a m  placed less emphasis on large 
panicle sitc and large grain size then did farmm in Jodhpur and Ajmer dinria. In all districts 
at tarst SO?? of the farmen mentioned e a r b  in tbcir list of ideal traits. Earliness is relative 
to Ihe length of the growing season in the Lhrst districts, and to the crop duration of the 
prerdent varieties in a district. 
~\loluation of the on-firm trfals by fanner groups 
At the end of the sawn, five groups of farmers in Ajmer district compand the thne 
urpnimcntal cultivan, including tav group of non-participant men h e n ,  one group of 
participnt men tarmen, one group of non-participant nomen farmers and one group of 
panicipant women fanners. 
These discussions were held 2-3 we& prior to hanw, when HHB 67. the earlien 
mahlring cultivar, had completed grain filling of the main panicle in moa locations. Under 
good fertility conditions, it continued to produce tillen which were later maturing. RCB-IC 
911 had completed grain filling in moa cases, except under poor fenility conditions. ICMV 
155 and their own cultivars had mostly not completed the grain filling sage, depending on the 
fertility of the land. Thus most groups used d i i r e n m  in earliness as one of the first criteria to 
differentiate k w w n  the varieties. 
Diffemces in rankings of relative earliness reflect& land quality as well as differences 
in genetic potential. Farmers generally felt that their o m  cultivars were later than all three 
eyxrimental cultivars. All groups nored differences in fodder or grain yield among the t h m  
cultivan. They espwted all three cultivars to yield well relative to their own ~ulti\~ars in 1992. 
Relative yield rankings differed across groups, reflecting the quality of the land where the 
ehqc\perimcntal cultivars \verc groan as trell a$ the gcnctic potential of each cultivar. 
Most groups noted strong differenms in yield component structure betsveen culti\.an. 
The ranking of head size, grain size, plant heighL and lillering ability was consistent across 
groups and \+as congruent ~ i t h  prwious on-station comparisons. Perceptions of grain size also 
xemed related to land quality Under kner  conditions RCB-IC 91 1 produced larger grains 
Under poorer conditions the advantage of RCB-IC911 in grain size disappeared. as it had not 
yet completed grain filling at the time the discussions were held. 
In addition, farmers included quality related characteristics. like fodder and gram 
quality or water requirements. as criteria to differentiate among the three espcrirnental 
cultivars. They n8aluated these qualities \inrally. Fodder qualib for chopped fodder was related 
to thicker stems, whereas thinner stems were beneficial in direct feeding. Grain quality 
appeared to be mostly related to grain size, lighter, yello\\ish grain color, and sometimes the 
sweet taste of raw grain. 
Water requirements, often considered together with fenility requirements, were judged 
mortly by considering earliness, tillerin& and t h i ~ a s  of a e m  and leaves. Farmers appeared 
i n t m e d  in having a cultivar Lhat will give some amount or w e d  grain yield in a poor !.ear, 
rether than jusl fodder. They seemed ailling to sacrifice p a n  yield in a gwd year for a more 
assured grain yield in a poor year. 
Production conqrainrs 
As dcrcrikd earlier, adaptation to the climatic and cdaphic conditions is a major 
requinmtru for nrcess of any lrew variety in the hanh ernironments of westcrn Rajasthae To 
impoveau~~ofthcgma~~ti~llsforparlmillainwatmRajaahan,wu 
bdd p u p  drrnrmiaar with farmur in all rtudy villager about tbe mqior feaon contributing to 
sup frilnm .rd mn yield loses. Cmp cstabliahment is often problematic. Pearl millet 
asdr PIC QIUU (5-14 g loo0 Ipsin mas) w emergence under advenc conditionr (deep 
aust fPrrmgiw) is probprobkmetic. The stdings arc tender and m l e  during the fint 
~ ~ a n a g m c t . L o r r a o c ~ d u e t o d r y h o l ~ , ~ g a n d h c a ~ y r a i n r L h a t  fill 
the tbnw in which ndllet is normaUy sown. Thus plants an oovmd with roil. Homqer, in 
r o l l r y o a ~ d ~ u r a c a l l c m r r d y i e l d r l p p c a r t o b e ~ b y ~ e l y  
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high mads. Fannas arc of thc opinion that the available tractor drawn sowing equipmat is 
producing a poorer seed bed than the mditional adimal drawn equipment It appears that 
improved rowiag cquipment, which would allow mon prcck pleccmcnl of the seed, could 
c o n m i  d a m i a l l y  to more reliable aand atablishrnent. 
Poor soil W i t y  is probably thc main yield raducing faclor in the wenem pan of 
The traditional h m n g  system relied on long Wow periods to restore soil organic 
matter content and general soil fertility. However, f m n  from all over Rajanhan repon that 
during the past 20-30 yean a decnase in the duration of fallow periods ha occurred due to 
increased population pressure. Farmers with small landholdings fallow their land only in 
severe drought yean. Farmers in the aMem part of Rajanhan do not have much experience 
with mineral fertilizers. With the decline in fallow periods, farmers essociate a loss of organic 
matter and a loss of soil suucture. Thy consider this also one of the causes for more severe 
cntst formation. 
Farmers in western Rajasthan perceive drought &the main cause for crop failures and 
jield lo*. H o w e r ,  there appears to k a strong interaction with soil fenility. Comparisons 
of high and low fertility plots over the past four years in three districts of Rajaslhan lead us to 
assume that water utilization could be improved greatly in many fields, if a more adequate 
supply of nutrients were available. 
Generating variability 
Choosing breeding material, developing the gennplasm base for a breeding program, 
chmsing parents, making crosses, and random mating populations arc major and crucial 
activities of every breeding program. It is generaily assumed that breeders have a major 
a&antage over farmers in the choice of germplasm and in carrying out the processes leading to 
recombination and thus neu combinations of traits and gene wmpleses for quantitative traits. 
Howvmer, a role for fanners in this proms cwld k envisaged for cross pollinated crops \\.here 
crossing m s  naturally. 
In the dlages in western R a j a h ,  where none of the experimental varieties sa t i f id  
fanners needs per x, the farmers neverheless uxd reed hamated from the on-farm trials for 
their ottn effons in seed selection. This reed was most often planted in a mhture with their 
oun variety, mainly to reduce the risk of crop failure from the new seed source. This resulted in 
intermating of the two groups of material, and farmers observed frequently an increase in 
variability in their seed naks. We obsen.ed intense discussions among farmers about selection 
in these more variable seed stocks. 
For the bntden it may be wonhwhile to consider using population c r o s s  and random 
mating5 made in this nay by farmers, under fanners' field conditions, with a large population 
size and xlection for the most prcfmcd trait oombiitions as base material rather than making 
simiJar popukticin crows, o b  uader non-representative, off--reafon conditions, and with 
~nzrr limitations on tbe number of plants that QUI be handled per population cross. Breeders 
cwld usc hmvr-gawud poplation crosses for targeted improvement of rpscific traits, 
which fPwn g ~ o i  nUily r e l a  for on a singleplant basin (e.g. grain yield, stover yield or 
d h s c  rrrictaocc), possibly witbout having to spnd much more d o n  on yield components 
a a d ~ o r ~ t r a i t s .  
WrdeottheMinlhisprarcswouldbkcomemononeofmatcingwful 
new wiability @able lo maMe fsrmM lo generate new population c ross  with a good 
~OI achhdag genetic gak for the key traits. For famcr~brreder interactions to be 
~ r t t b i P ~ a f t h e b ~ c y c l c , f u m e n w o u l d n a d u , b c ~ h s d  inevalulipea 
madrkrga~afmatcr*ld~~~ty.ItwouldrlPobc~daldthuewaea 
betta~ofthccombinipsrb'Ity(dfiumur'loesldti~81~withdi&rentsourcea 
dprmpkrm th( farmar may wmt to urc We ue pmcntly evalualipe farmer-geaented Ksd 
rtockr ib their compuative performma and dabibty. 
Farmen' participation in selection 
In any breeding program, selection is a key activity which can awr at any of the 
following stages: in the composition of the base material, in the selection of parents for 
crosing, in the xleclion among progeny, in the selection among experimental varieties and in 
the maintenance of b&r seal stocks. Selection among'xgregating progeny as well as 
selection during the testing of exprimental cultivars requires balancing between the different 
traits that vary within the material. Understanding of the mode of inheritance is beM~cial for 
complex traits, sukh as grain yield or disease resistance. Selection in all these stages of a 
breeding pmgram is normally carried out under experiment station conditions. Fanner visits to 
exprimcnt slations an usually limited to the viewing of demonstration plots of a few highly 
seleacd advanced varieties. Optlons for them arc thus limitd and feedback from farmers on 
these displayed options is usually not sought. Possibilities for farmers' participation in selection 
could be as divuse as the opportunities for selection itself. 
Methods 
We have experimented with fanners' participation in the selstion among experimental 
wrietics, aith (he aim of complementing variety evaluation with their opinions, and of 
confirming previous raults on trait preferences and preferences for trait complexes by 
exposing h e n  to a wider range of genotypes. 
Groups of farmen, men, women, participants in the on-farm uials and non-participants 
from different villages w r e  invited to the research station at Jodhpur during 1992. 1993 and 
1994. At the &ginning of each group visit, we discussed the crop management of our (rials in 
W. Groups of 54 h e n  wen then led through the portion of the trial (usually one 
replication with 40.60 entries), from which they would make their selections. They were asked 
to make selections of single rows from this trial which would be beneficial for farmers in their 
area. Eech famr cwld make up to ten selections, by tying numbered labels to the ends of 
selected rm. After they completed their selections \ye held discussions on the range of 
variability they saw and its urefulness as well as on thcir reasons for &ng these choices. 
Fanmar aen then given the oppommity to select one of the entries in the demomation for 
Wu on-farm trial the following rearon. 
The mthod d ady k modified to involve farmers in selection among progeny 
rows or for Rkction among dngle glantr for mass relection in a population bulk in on-@I@ 
c o ~ . C m F i a l t o t h c ~ o f ~ ~ o m i r i d e ~ ~ f a r m u r w h o h s v e a l r e e n  
i n t a C n i n r e 4 d i r n w o I r d E c l e c t i o a f o r ( h e i r o w n l o e a l a r e a ~ o d ~ p p . ~ V i r i t r ~  
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with which d iBe~n t  farmen and farmer group selected there typs of material. The 
composition of the trial (Rajaah Varieties and Population Trial. RVPT) changed from year 
to year, thus not all groups arc represented each year, and the genotypes within each group are 
wt always the same. 
Results 
1992 was a rather wet year with uneven rainfall distribution; short drought g l l s  
d in the vegetative growth stage, and t o w &  harvest In 1993 the trial war expobed to a 
w e r e  early season &ugh(, and mi\d moderate lainfall for Lhe remainder of the season In 
1994 no perid of drought occurreQ and growing conditions were excellent for pearl millet. 
At the time,of the fanners' visit to the rtxarch station in 1992, the diRenntiation between 
early and later maluring gcnoiypes war very clear, w h e m  in 1993 and 1994 thesc differences 
were not so obvious, because tbe farmen' visits occurred later in the cmp cycle. 
Results from 1992 showed that farmers from different pearl millet production areas 
selected very diertrent lypes of plants (Figure I) .  Farmers fiom Jcdhpur ~ k ~ t t d  earlier 
maturing and higher tillering material lhan farmers from the higher rainfall area in Ajmer 
dinrict. 
Ftgum 1 Sdcfdolu nudr by l a n n e n  fmm dUlerrnt d i r t i iN  In R.).nh.a unonl p p  of pearl mlllet vnrl& 
h phnl Qpc. u prcrnU#e or  told w i d o n  m d r  by n r h  g r w p  01 hnntn, nudr h 1991. 
1993. m d  1991. 
In 1993 farmpa &om Bikana district &card d y  high tiliering, tall mataid which 
predaniamtly lmdmx acayions 6om anotba low ~ain$ll district in Rajasthan, Bamr. 
Fmm Aagohie vilhgc in Jodhpv district, a gnup  of men and a u m n  ma& ssparate selections 
in the trial. Women tuded to selm mattrial with large panicles and lower tillering more 
fnquently, w h a a s  the men appear& to be divided, with about half of their selections made 
for large panicle types with high grain yield potential and the other half for higher tillering 
with bdtcr stover yield and quality. 
In 1994, men and women from the rame village in Jodhpur district (with relatively poor 
mil conditions) and from a new study village (with bener soil conditions) visited the on-station 
trial. Farmus from the village ~ i t h  poorer soil conditions, who also had experience with some 
of the cultivan in their own fields, appeand to prefer a new type of material derived from 
combining high tilluing local varieties with large panicle modem varieties. This type was 
equally preferred by men and women from this village. Hownrr, men from the new village 
with bener soil conditions preferred this ope of material much more than did women from the 
same village. Thex women selected mostly material with large panicles, and high grain yield 
potential. 
The follow-up discussions indicated that grain yield, early availability of grain and the 
ease of harvesting by hand (lowtr panicle number and lower plant height) were, for women 
from these villages; the main considerations for making selections. For the men, stover yield 
and quality appeared to be a stronger concern. 
Advanced variety testing, variety release and seed dissemination 
It is not uncommon to have some level of farmer in\.olvement in the final stages of 
variety testing, mostly though rexarcher managed on-farm trials, on-farm dCmonstrations and 
large-scale minikit testing. Similar types of trials are wmmonly organized by Lie exzension 
senices to expose a large number of farmers to newly available varieties and other 
technologies. Generally these trials are managed with the full range of recommended external 
inputs, which may be atypical of the predominant growing conditions in the target region. 
Farmen often have little input into the management of these trials. Based on our experience of 
the usefulness of careful evaluations of on-farm trials with farmers using their criteria, it 
appean that the biggest drawback of such on-farm W s  is that only standard yield data are 
rux~rdcd. Farrnm' evaluation of the Itst-gcnotypw are not sought. and farmers' evaluation 
criteria are not regularly used, or if so. they do not enter final reporting and play no role in the 
W o n  making proccg for varietal relases and mmmendations (Farringlon and Manin 
1988). It is our c q m i e n a  that the type of o n - f m  trials we described in the first section and 
an raiadc tom& learning and undadaading from tbc farmer revveal new information which 
allows a man precise pgcrmrnt of the overall urefulness of a new genotype, based on thc 
judgmmt ofa  large number of fannm. Some methods for discmioar with individual bYmeK 
and farmer ~roopr wm derribed in the fim of this paper. Similar approach% have 
bna~ wed by Joshi and Witcomk (1995) to identify locally well adaped cultivm from the 
dtca widc ran@ ofalready &eased cultbars of Werent crops. Such participatory evaluation, 
rad dserhm of exist@ Ipiewd wictia has not only gnac potential for identifylDg I-' 
vPietia but ab for exposing a large numbs of farmen to new vPri&. Seed e; 
a h d y  wict*r can k msde available to famwn relatively easily rhrough 
with aiUiag seal d p k a t h  and dimibution ageocies. Tbis is a 4 
~ ~ c i y ~ ~ ~ a d r t i n g r r r a r s h p m d u d r  
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In Ajmer dis&riq one of Ihc varidia (RCB-IC 911) included in the on-fann trials 
yielded bater in t ~ ,  vwy coninsting years, 1992 and 1993. Ihe smctwc of w studies 
&ted in a large numbu of f a m  hning had v k d  exponue to thiz variety and it war 
widely a o q a l  ac being kau then OUW options. la our discussions with individuals aod 
~poups, tbuc wrc a m n g  intenst by inmw in c&aining seed for the next season. We 
indicated lhat because this variety was an open pollinated variety, f m r s  could maintain 
relatively pun seed aocLt in the village. Pamphlet6 and posters were provided illusmting how 
fields might be isolated and pure seed selected. F m n  indicated a m n g  interest in obtaining 
sufficient quantities of seed to pmvide the community with its requiremenu. Fanners indicated 
a willingness to pay Rs 10 per kg for seed of this wiety, which is slightly more than the con 
for seed of local varieties in this area. 
Limited availability of seed of improved genetic rnalcriai is often a primary reason for 
lack of adoption, even if well-adapt4 acceptable varieties are available, and released. Since 
farmers had stated a strong interest for seed of RCB-IC911, tbe issue of seed availability could 
be a d d r d  in our study a m  in Ajmer district. It was agreed that lCRlSAT would produce a 
large quantity of seed which would be distributed by the local NGO (SWRC, see Table 1). A 
total of 2,500 kg of RCB-IC9I 1 seed was supplied to SWRC in May 1994. This seed u'as made 
available to 14 villages in the area. Included were villages where earlier work had been 
conducted, as well as villages uhich had limited or no ekpsure to RCB-IC9Il. All the 
atailable seed uas sold rapidly and not all the demand for it could bc met. 
Rainfall in 1994 was escellent and visits to the area indicated that this variety 
performed well and local reed production by farmers was seriously pursued. ICRlSAT uill be 
conducting an early-adoption study in 1995 to determine farmen' prceptions of their 1991 
production, to assess how the seed n-as produced and nored, and to evaluate its spread in 1995. 
It ail1 be possible to determine the impact of farmer involvement in variety evaluation and of 
good seed ajailability on early adoption. 
Conclusions 
We have outlined in this paper opponunities for and results from farmer involvement 
and panicipation in the main stages of a formal variety development program. Ow results and 
observations indicate that farmer input into all drre ages can k very meaningful and helpful 
in making such programs more costbfective. There is no doubt that appropriate targeting  ill 
help to mavimize the gains that can be expected from a brmiing program. The use of farmer- 
generated population crosses may help to increase potential gains from a formal breeding 
program by relining breeders from clening for adaptive and quality Iraits, and thus allowing 
more focus and intensity for selection on disease mistance or productivity relatul traits. 
Planning for farmer-generated population crows may involve more detailed analyres of the 
aailable g d c  diversity, and its relationship with adaptation to and productivity under 
rpenfic growing coaditions. 
Farmers' participation in &&ion was mainly discused with r-t to fanners' 
involvemaw in on-station d u a t i o n  of progeny trials, or variety uials. In the ~ynrm of pearl 
millet d i m t i o n  as it is farnd in Rajaahaa, it is daficult to emisage how a large number of 
propmi* or Mtietia, carld k e&ctively tes(ed by farmen in their own fields. There is, 
howcva, IK) dUfid& in fonrcting $rmas' involvement in the selection among single plants 
in a popllrtion bulk gmwn in famen' fields, apffially if simple methods for pollination 
omad an k implemented 
Itirwelledrblisbedthatfannascmevpluateasmrllnumbcrof~tal~eties 
in obdrm trkk ander tkir owa management (Furington and Martin 1988). If f-' 
& iwdvcmnt in the evaluation and ranking of lhse varietia is suught, the most 
rcqnblc variclia cm be rapidly idtntified, and the time spsn ktwecn variety t d q ,  release 
lad seed di.aeminntion sbotVMd f l m w i d l y ,  partiaJarty if fanners have the option to 
muitiplythcirownKcd. 
The analyzes m t e d  here an based on the assumption tht a full fledged formal 
brecdiu progiam is -1e and its e&ftivcm cwld k ~pported  by input and 
involvement from farmen in and fmrn the tar@ region. The different options for farmer 
panidpation derribed hm could be wmbiitd in a b W n g  pmgram in many nays. 
dcpndu~g on needr and oppormnities. 
la con t r a  to the scenario described, then may also be situations in which it is not 
economical to operate full scale formal bneding programs. A thomugh undemanding of the 
traditional system of seed selection, production and storage may open a n n u u  for spenfically 
targeted support by b d n g  research of such a traditioc@, indigenous Ked system (Hardon 
1995; Lem et al. 1995). 
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